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BP PRIME, opening the window
to a world class financial platform.

Welcome to BP PRIME

Founded by experienced foreign exchange industry
experts and traders, BP PRIME is a global financial
services company.
We deliver outstanding trading services for
cryptocurrencies, foreign exchange (FX), indices
and commodities, through a carefully curated
product offering. With expert market insight
and high speed of execution, we provide a robust
platform and best-in-class service to our high net
worth, professional and institutional clients at
competitive trading costs.
BP PRIME is an 100% agency model, therefore we
do not hold proprietary positions.
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Our values

Advantages of trading with BP PRIME

Our core values of integrity, client satisfaction,
innovation and intellect are as true today as they
were when we were founded and are what help to
differentiate us from our competitors.



Leading global provider of online trading services
for cryptocurrencies, FX, CFDs and commodities



Secure low latency execution (LD4, NY4 and TY3
cross-connected servers)

We aim to transform online trading, by creating a
world-leading experience that our clients can trust.



Customised liquidity pools with more than 20
aggregated liquidity providers including top-tier
banks, ECNs and non-banks



Tight spreads



Complete trading anonymity



No last look rejections



100% DMA — Direct Market Access (STP execution
for all customers)
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No requotes, no broker intervention



Access elite trading tools including risk management
and price alerts



Segregated accounts and capital protection for retail
clients (FSCS up to £50,000)



Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)



Dedicated 24/6 customer support



Offering best–in-class service for all our clients
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Technology

FIX Protocol — FIX API

Our aggregation engine supports complex order routing
via a state-of-the-art connectivity with liquidity providers
as well as multi band liquidity streams for superior
execution on high trading volumes. Trade using our
industry-leading desktop platforms or FIX API.

Have confidence that your orders and other data are
being sent securely, anonymously — and with minimal
slippage — through the FIX protocol. We can offer you
either a standard or a bespoke FIX API depending on
your needs, with full technical and trading support.

We offer access to powerful trading platforms that connect
you to top–tier liquidity providers with ultra low latency
execution. Together with a range of intelligent analytical
tools, we help to simplify your trades and optimise
performance. All our technologies come with full
technical support.

Equinix
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Execute trades at sub–millisecond speeds to maximise
your revenues. We have established our own cages inside
Equinix’s London (LD4), New York (NY4) and Tokyo
(TY3) data centres. So you have direct copper and fibre
connections to liquidity providers in the world’s leading
hubs for FX, CFDs and commodity trading.
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Instruments
Cryptocurrencies
BP PRIME now offers you the opportunity to join
thousands of traders who speculate the price movement
on the top ranked digital coins. Trade Bitcoin,
Ethereum and more cryptocurrencies on one of the best
retail trading platforms in the market.

Forex
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BP PRIME eFX trading platform brings all our clients
direct market access to liquidity (DMA) across a range
of foreign exchange products. Thanks to a unique
combination of technology and personal attention,
BP PRIME is able to accommodate the requirements
of the most sophisticated traders.

CFDs
BP PRIME is proud to offer clients aggregated liquidity
on indices CFDs either on our powerful MT4, a trading
GUI or via FIX API. Clients can now diversify their
trading possibilities and generate profits no matter what
direction the market goes.

Commodities
Trading commodities with BP PRIME has never been
easier. Choose from a wide selection of commodities
including softs, metals and energy. Start trading either
with our powerful MT4, a trading GUI or FIX API.
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At BP PRIME we offer a best–in–class
service, insight and execution connecting
our clients to top–tier liquidity providers.
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Elite Trader Tools
BP PRIME is proud to offer a suite of multi-platform,
multi-lingual, market-informed apps which help traders
to optimise their ability to trade successfully. The apps
give traders institutional-quality tools over and above
those provided in the MT4. This includes advanced
trade execution and management, decision assistance,
sophisticated alarms and messaging broadcasting
facilities, plus news and market data.

Trade Terminal
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Account Metrics

Mini Terminal

Alarm Manager
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Trade Terminal

Mini Terminal

The Trade Terminal is a feature–rich professional
trade execution and analysis tool. It offers precision
trading, automated scaling out from positions,
templates for frequently used order entries, and
analysis of open positions.

The Mini Terminal is an extension of the Trade
Terminal offered on our MT4, which displays the same
deal ticket as the Trade Terminal in the context of
a specific trading chart. The Mini Terminal can also
undock entire charts from MT4 — it can be used to turn
a single instance of MT4 into a multi-monitor platform,
allowing the user to put different trading charts on
different monitors.

The Trade Terminal allows one-click entry for simple
market orders, and two–click entry for potentially
complex pre–defined templates. These templates can
also be saved and used in the Mini Terminal and Market
Manager tools.

Alarm Manager
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Account Metrics
The Trade Terminal gives an overview of current
account metrics such as equity and margin usage,
with simple facilities for setting up alerts on these
figures — e.g. a warning if margin usage exceeds 10%.
For specialised alarm management, including the
ability to carry out automated actions, please see the
Alarm Manager.
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The Alarm Manager is a personal trading assistant
which can notify the trader — or their followers on
social media. The software can notify the trader about
events, carry out trading actions such as placing new
orders or closing existing positions, or send updates
to followers via email, SMS, or Twitter.
It is designed both for individual traders and also for
trade leaders and educators who want to broadcast
important trade-relevant information to followers.

Account Types
Standard
Account
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The Standard Account allows our clients to trade
all instruments with commission already built in
the spread. Minimum deposit as low as $/€/£100.


Spreads from 1.4 pips



STP/DMA ultra fast execution



$0 commission



Up to 60 currency pairs including GOLD
and SILVER plus 10 cryptocurrency pairs on
MT4 Platform

Our PRIME Account allows our clients to trade
FX currency pairs plus metals on a raw feed and
pay commissions outside the spread. Minimum
deposit $/€/£10,000.


Raw ECN spreads from 0.0 pips



$/€/£3 commission per side per 100k trade



Commission depending on trading volumes



Ultra fast execution via X Core Aggregator



Up to 60 currency pairs including GOLD and
SILVER on MT4 Platform (up to 100 currency
pairs via FIX API)



14 CFDs indices, plus USOil and UKOil
and commodities



Trade from 0.01 lots





One Click Trading and Trading from
Charts allowed

14 CFDs indices, plus USOil and UKOil
and commodities



Trade from 0.1 lots

All trading styles allowed



One Click Trading and Trading from
Charts allowed



Suitable for High Volume and Algo Traders



Leverage up to 200:1 for professional clients



PRO
Account

PRIME
Account

The PRO Account allows our clients to trade all
instruments with commission already built in the
spread. Minimum deposit $/€/£ 1,000.


Spreads from 0.6 pips



STP/DMA ultra fast execution



$0 commission



Up to 60 currency pairs including GOLD and
SILVER on MT4 Platform (up to 100 currency
pairs via FIX API)



14 CFDs indices, plus USOil and UKOil
and commodities



Trade from 0.01 lots



One Click Trading and Trading from
Charts allowed



All trading styles allowed



Leverage up to 200:1 for professional clients
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Through our in-depth industry insight,
we deliver premium financial products,
expertly managed and curated…
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… and bridge the gap between
knowledge and trust.
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Financial Security
BP PRIME is regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA). FCA requires licensed financial
services providers to meet strict capital requirements
and to implement and comply with internal procedures
including risk management, staff training, accounting
and audits. You should be mindful of the risks of
trading Margin FX and note that you can incur losses
when trading.

Investor Protection
All retail clients of BP PRIME whether you are a UK citizen
or not, have their funds fully protected up to £50,000 by
the FSCS in the event that we are unable to return client
money. More details can be found at: www.fscs.org.uk.

Operating efficiently, honestly and fairly
About FCA
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FCA is the independent watchdog that regulates
financial services. BP PRIME is authorised and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) under the
Financial Services Register Number 688456.

We comply fully with FCA Principle of Business 6, which
requires every regulated financial firm to ‘pay due regard
to the interest of its customers and treat them fairly’.
That means we’re committed to protecting your interests
in everything we do, from promoting our services and
suggesting products right through to after-sales service
and handling complaints (see below).

Segregation of Funds
Complaints
BP PRIME deposits all client funds in Segregated
Client Trust Accounts with the NatWest bank.
National Westminster Bank, commonly known as
NatWest, is a large retail and commercial bank in
the United Kingdom. Since 2000 it has been part
of The Royal Bank of Scotland Group Plc, ranked
among the top 10 largest banks in the world by assets.

We hope you’ll never have reason to complain about our
service. But if you do, you’ll find we deal with complaints
promptly and fairly, in line with FCA guidelines. You can
contact our complaints handling and compliance team
via compliance@bpprime.com.
We also encourage our team to suggest improvements
we can make based on customer complaints.

Regulatory Capital
The FCA requires licensed businesses to maintain
adequate financial resources at all times to ensure
business remains financially stable.
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Payment Options
BP PRIME is happy to accept the following
methods of deposit:
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Skrill



Neteller



Union Pay



Bank Wire



Visa, Maestro and Mastercard



Deposits accepted in EUR, USD and GBP
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UK Head Office
BP PRIME
St Magnus House
3 Lower Thames Street
London
EC3R 6HD
United Kingdom
T – +44 (0) 20 3745 7101
E – support@bpprime.com

Disclaimer
BP PRIME is a trading name of Black Pearl Securities Limited which is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, Financial Services Register Number 688456.
As with all investing, your capital is at risk. FX and CFDs are leveraged products that can
result in losses exceeding your deposit. They are not suitable for everyone so please ensure
you fully understand the risks involved.

bpprime.com

